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An application for admission is not the most important document that solves your fate upon
admission to the Foreign University.Many applicants do not consider the statement important, so
make mistakes that can cost places in the university.We tell how to avoid such misses.

The Application Form (application application) is a document that reflects the results of passing
exams, participation in extracurricular activities, your achievements and rewards, as well as
evaluations.In the reception commission on the application you are assessed and compared your
progress with the achievements of other students.

In a statement on entering the university, the reception commission is first look at the following
points:

where and what kind of education received an applicant;
Whether he passed additional specialized courses;
What is the results of the tests of the tests GMAT, TOEFL, GRE, etc.
Did he participated in the organization of extracurricular activities;
Does the experience of volunteer work - the Americans love it;
whether there is experience;
What are the achievements, for example, publications in magazines or first places at the Olympics.

Universities receive thousands of statements, and you need to stand out to choose you.The
following simple steps will help make a good impression on the reception committee.

Want to know how to choose a university, get full financing and arrange a US student visa?Pass
intensive "We enter the United States" with the Cofauder Linguatrip.com Marina Mogilko.

I want to go to the USA

Step 1. Find the correct application form

Today, for admission to a foreign university, it is not necessary to personally come to the receiving
commission and fill out forms from hand.Enough to go to the site of the selected university and find
a link there for downloading the application.It does not take a lot of time.

Most American universities at the reception of applicants to the undergraduate use a single profile -
COMMON Application or Universal College Application.Fill in it once, you can send several
applications to different universities.On the program of magistracy, MBA, graduate school (PHD), as
well as in some universities that are not connected to the system with a single form, you will have to
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fill individual questionnaires that are available on university sites.

If you for some reason did not find a statement on the university website, do not hesitate to write to
the receiving commission and ask them to send a statement about entering your email.You can use
the letters template below:

Step 2. Taking into account Deadlayna

Create a new Excel file on your computer, in which save the following information:

The list of all universities and colleges in which you serve documents, and Deedlains acceptance of
statements.Props for yourself when it is best to submit documents to the selected educational
institution.

Pay attention to educational institutions whose Rolling Admissions Policy is when universities or
colleges are credited or credited as applicants immediately when applying.When the course is filled,
they cease to accept applications.In such institutions, the statement must be submitted as early as
possible.
For each university / college, write down the list of necessary documents in a separate column.Step
3. Prepare Related Documents

Usually, the list of documents that must be provided with Application Form includes a certificate /
diploma and its translation into English, the average score (GPA), the estimates transcript, the
results of language tests, as well as certifying the Personality Documents.Without them, your
application will not be treated, and you risk overlooking the place in the course.Check the readiness
of all documents before you fill out and send an application.

How to correctly consider GPA (medium score diploma or certificate) to the US system, tell us in our
article.

Step 4. Check your profile in social networks

Yes, he can interest not only your friends.Usually social networks are viewing visa officers when
they make a solution on a visa in the United States.The reception committee is not interested in your
facebook as much as your profile, but it is better to protect yourself and critically highlight all your
content in social networks.Any provocative statuses or photos are better removed.

The same applies to the email address: send documents to a foreign university from Mail
Hotchick18 or Uranidiot14 - not a completely successful idea.Ensure that there are no provocative
materials on your social network page, and the postal address does not contain indecent or stupid
names.Ideally, if your name and surname will be in it, for example, Ivanov_Alexander.It is better to
start a Gmail account.Step 5. Correctly fill in the work experience, achievements and academic
successes



It is in this part of the statement that you can prove yourself and draw the attention of the admission
committee for their merits.

ATTENTION: If you have many achievements, you need to choose only the most important - those
that really matter for the selected program.Do not forget to mention the name of the organization,
where he worked or passed, and the dates when you were busy with mentioned activities.If you
work, point the full name of the post and how many hours a week you worked.Do not forget to write
about the projects in which you participated, as well as describe the qualities and skills that you
received, it is important to show the result!

When the list is compiled, it is a priority.Here is a sample, as it may look like:

If you have nothing to write in the list of achievements, do not tempt and do not bring a bunch of
unnecessary information into this section.It is better to leave a place than to write something that
does not apply to the topic.You will not surprise the receiving commission by the fact that you
"sacrificed the can of canned the driver of the truck, who stuck in traffic on holidays."On the contrary,
you just show you that you do not know how to allocate important information and are not seriously
approaching the proceeding process.

Need assistance with the collection of documents for admission to the Foreign University?Sign up
for advice on higher education with our experts who themselves received and graduated from the
prestigious US universities.They will appreciate your chances and help you enter the university
dreams!

Sign up for a consultation

"You can beat his forehead for several years about the wall, and you can simply go to a
consultation, and you will tell you everything in detail," - review about consulting linguatrip.com for
higher education abroad Step 5. Check the application to the university for errors

Do not leave questions without answers.From your statement to the university, everything should be
clear about you, your achievements and successes.Check the application several times and make
sure that you filled each passage and checked every form.If you have not filled some partition, put
the dock so that the inspections do not think that you did not notice the section.

Before sending carefully reviewing the application again.Check the spelling and punctuation, look for
errors and typos.Imagine yourself with a member of the reception commission and think that it could
be fixed.You can print a copy of your application and give to read friends or teacher English.They
may notice some shortcomings that you missed, and will also give opinion from the side.

In addition to the application, you will have to write motivational and recommendation letters, make a
personal characteristic and essay for admission.How to write them competently, you will find out
from our benefit "Write - do".There you will find examples of winning texts.



I want a manual for letters to universities

Subscribe to our newsletter on higher education abroad.In it we share the monthly selection of
universities and specialties in various countries, comments and advice of consultants on foreign
education, as well as real stories of students, templates and examples of letters.


